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A Boeing multimission Avenger turret mounted on a mine-resistant, ambush-protected, all-terrain vehicle stands on display at a defense
symposium 28 September 2010. Boeing developed the weapon system as a cost-effective option to modernize existing U.S. Army
Avenger weapon systems.
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Thus it is that in war the victorious strategist only seeks battle after the victory has been won, whereas he who is destined to
defeat first fights and afterwards looks for victory.
—Sun Tzu
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he U.S. Army is modernizing and cultivating
specific echelons of air and missile defense
(AMD) in response to evolving air and missile
threats. According to Col. Robert Lyons, former
director of the Department of the Army Military
Operations Air Missile Defense, the projected threat
force will be a sophisticated adversary consisting of
multi-echeloned, asymmetric capabilities.1 Upgrades
and unit expansions in Army high-to-medium-altitude air defense (HIMAD) systems, such as Patriot
and Terminal High Altitude Area Defense, defend
critical assets and help the United States and its allies
maintain a strategic advantage around the world;
these assets—for the purposes of this paper, called
static-engagement-AMD—enable AMD from stationary locations.2 However, the Army prioritizes
static-engagement-AMD assets at the expense of
aggressive maneuver tempo, resulting in an unbalanced execution of the Army’s AMD strategy. For
example, Army air defense artillery (ADA) includes
fifteen Patriot battalions, which provide static-engagement-AMD, but only four active Avenger batteries
and seven Army National Guard Avenger battalions,
as of August 2015. These eleven Avenger units are
the air defense’s only remaining nonstatic-engagement-AMD formations.3 This situation reflects a gap
in the force’s protective capabilities, through degraded
AMD support of maneuver.
The brigade combat team (BCT) is designed for
operations encompassing the entire range of military
operations; it is the primary close-combat force of the
U.S Army.4 However, no AMD engagement assets
are organic to the BCT, and this limits effectiveness
because it limits integration. Maj. Gen. John G. Rossi,
commanding general of the United States Army Fires
Center of Excellence and Fort Sill, Oklahoma, offered
a viable perspective during an Association of the U.S.
Army “Transform the AMD Force” panel in February
2015. According to Army reporter David Vergun, Rossi
explained that AMD elements should improve communication with other forces, including BCTs, because
“there are threats out there not just to combatant
commanders; it’s also BCTs saying we need you back in
the game.”5 The Army’s AMD strategy emphasizes the
development of static-engagement-AMD assets and
formations, but the solution to bridging the growing
gap between aerial threat exposure and air defense
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for maneuver forces is to modernize, grow, and integrate nonstatic-engagement-AMD assets, such as the
Avenger, into the BCT.

Air Defense and Aggressive
Maneuver Tempo
Short-range air defense protects units against
threats such as unmanned aircraft systems (UASs),
rotary-wing aircraft, fixed-wing aircraft, and cruise
missiles. Traditionally, forces have accomplished
short-range air defense through nonstatic-engagement-AMD. Some HIMAD assets also can defend
against these kinds of threats, but their capability to
support an aggressive maneuver tempo—through
expedited tactical mobility and shooting on the
move—is nonexistent. Army forces need AMD assets
that help them maneuver faster than their enemies.
According to Army Doctrine Reference Publication 3-0,
Unified Land Operations, “during operations dominated by combined arms maneuver, commanders
normally seek to maintain a higher tempo than the
enemy does; a rapid tempo can overwhelm an enemy’s ability to counter friendly actions. It is the key
to achieving a temporal advantage during combined
arms maneuver.”6 HIMAD weapon systems are
static-engagement-AMD assets with extensive time
requirements for emplacement. Maneuver commanders who depend on these assets need to assume risk
in protection or initiative when operating outside the
narrow protection zone they provide.
In addition, HIMAD weapon systems cannot
identify, track, or engage targets without radar radiating into the operational area. In comparison, Avengers
are enhanced by radar rather than reliant on it. Their
operators can manually engage targets through visual
acquisition (line of sight) or remotely through automated radar targeting. The Avenger’s line-of-sight
capability complements its ability to shoot on the move
and enables the system to function throughout the
maneuver area of operations.
Developed in the 1990s, the Avenger is a lightweight, shoot-on-the-move, rocket-launcher system
that provides critical short-range nonstatic-engagement-AMD. Similarly, the Army developed the Bradley
Stinger Fighting Vehicle, or Linebacker, to accompany
its mechanized formations. According to Bradley manufacturer Raytheon, the “Stinger maintains a greater
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than 90 percent success rate in reliability and training
tests against advanced threat targets.”7 The Avenger
weapon system, which can fire Stingers, enables air
defenders to protect from a mounted, motorized
configuration or download shoulder-fired Stingers for
dismounted operations.

transition their capabilities to support maneuver,
serving as a “dual-hatted” combat multiplier. In 2005,
Stanley Davis, then command sergeant major of the
Army ADA branch, expertly summarized the transformation of nonstatic-engagement-AMD forces in
Iraq and Afghanistan:
Our Bradley Linebacker and Avenger soldiers
Constraining the Force
fought their way to Baghdad and Kabul
Nonstatic-engagement-AMD units are disappearalongside our infantry and armored divisions.
ing from the Active Army. Based on the ongoing unit
Following the redeployment of the Patriot
drawdown, implementation of the AMD strategy
force from the combat zone, our Romeos
is increasing the Avenger’s reduction from circula[Linebacker crewmembers] and Sierras
tion, instead of increasing its employment to support
[Avenger crewmembers] stayed on to batmaneuver.8 The strategy emphasizes HIMAD and
tle insurgents and Taliban rebels, laying the
static-engagement-AMD counterfire assets such as
foundations for Iraqi and Afghan democracy.
the counterrocket, artillery, and mortar (C-RAM)
They bore the brunt of battle and convincprogram.9 According to the strategy, “air and missile
ingly demonstrated the fighting qualities of
defense remains an Army core function, vital to the
ADA soldiers to the combined arms team.12
Army’s core competencies of combined arms maneuver
The Avenger is combat proven. Since the Army
and wide area security.”10 Ironically, the Avenger is the
first began using it in the 1990s, upgrades have added
essence of the air defense’s ability to enable maneuver
supplemental capabilities to diversify and enhance its
commanders to seize, retain,
effectiveness. In addition to
and exploit the initiative
the Stinger, the Avenger has
with on-the-move protecan automated .50 caliber
tion—no other Army air
machine gun (M3P) and
defense asset has this capaa forward-looking infrability. Without the Avenger,
red (FLIR) optics system.
air defense cannot effectively
According to Lt. Col. Rick
facilitate maneuver.
Starkey, former director of
the Office of the Chief of the
Transitional
ADA School, air defenders
Air Defense
took advantage of these caCapabilities
pabilities in Iraq to conduct
(Photo courtesy of the Joint Readiness Training Center)
The transitional virtucombat patrols, such as conAn Avenger gunner from Battery E, 3rd Battalion, 4th Air
Defense
Artillery
Regiment,
provides
aerial
and
ground
osity of nonstatic-engagevoy security, raids, armored
security from a deliberate fighting position in support of a
ment-AMD interconnects
reconnaissance,
and cordon
1st Brigade Combat Team, 82nd Airborne Division training
air defense to maneuver
and search.13
exercise 20 April 2015 at Fort Polk, Louisiana.
forces through the most
The combination of the
fundamental aspect of war—combat. While HIMAD
M3P and FLIR allows air defenders to acquire and
elements defend and deter, they are statically posengage aerial and ground targets. In many instances,
tured and restricted to executing conventional air demaneuver commanders have requested air defense
fense. They lack rapid deployability, and they operate
support to enhance their operations due to these
separately from the combined arms force. According
capabilities. Capt. Scott Dellinger effectively describes
to Carl Von Clausewitz, “A sudden powerful tranhis relevant combat experience in Iraq:
sition to the offensive … is the greatest moment for
Air defense artillery soldiers became so
the defense.”11 In the absence of a traditional air
proficient at identifying enemy positions and
defense mission, nonstatic-engagement-AMD forces
IEDs [improvised explosive devices] with the
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FLIR that ADA vehicles were sent ahead of
convoys to clear routes and identify IEDs or
other threats along routes throughout the
entire 1st Armored Division zone.14

According to the AMD strategy, “AMD capabilities
are critical to the future force and the Army mission.”15
When a force maneuvers, and when gaining access requires seizing key terrain, how can air defenders enable
the maneuver commander without nonstatic-engageMisperceptions of Air Defense
ment-AMD capabilities? In a 2013 issue of Fires, Brig.
There is a clear disconnect between the maneuGen. Donald Fryc, commander of the 32nd Army Air
ver and air defense communities. Students attending
and Missile Defense Corps, said the C-RAM system “is
the Maneuver Captain’s Career Course (MCCC)
not suited to move and [cannot] protect the support
are taught a false conceptual application of proelements of a brigade combat team when not in that
tection from aerial threats because the curriculum
[BCT’s] fixed location.”16 This statement applies to all
incorporates legacy doctrine for air defense. MCCC
HIMAD assets—the priorities of the AMD strategy.
scenarios include air threats that require students
The Army AMD strategy has emphasized the reto receive nonstatic-engagement-AMD assets, such
duction of nonstatic-engagement-AMD for more than
as Linebackers, which are no longer fielded, and
ten years. As part of Army transformation in 2005,
Avengers, which are available in very limited quantity. the air defense branch announced the inactivation of
In addition, the current platform of the Avenger is the divisional ADA battalions, the removal of the Bradley
high-mobility multipurpose wheeled vehicle, which
Linebacker, and the downsizing of the Avenger force.17
no longer meets protection standards, thus rendering
Meanwhile, maneuver forces continue to request
the system obsolete and unusable for combat operaAvenger assets to support global response force packagtions without deliberate modernization efforts. As a
es and to augment their exercises at the Joint Readiness
result, maneuver leaders are being taught the employTraining Center ( JRTC) and the National Training
ment of nonexistent air defense enablers.
Center (NTC). In 2013, an ADA battery provided
nine Avenger teams to augment JRTC rotation 1301.18 Another battery
provided three Avenger
teams in April 2015 to
augment JRTC rotation
15-06 while simultaneously
being attached to the 82nd
Airborne Division global
response force.
During JRTC and NTC
rotations, training scenarios
incorporate unmanned air
assets, such as the Raven—a
lightweight, high-mobility
UAS designed for low-altitude surveillance and
reconnaissance, to simulate
the growing UAS threat.19
In a 2013 Infantry magazine
article, Capt. Jeremy Phillips
provides an insightful per(Photo by Sgt. Christopher Kaufmann, Joint Combat Camera Afghanistan)
spective of an infantryman’s
Sgt. Aubrey Caplinger and Spc. Gabriel Vega, Battery B, 3rd Battalion, 62nd Air Defense Artillery
concern for units needing
Regiment, pull security atop an Avenger 4 March 2004 during the opening ceremony of the Ghazni
Provincial Reconstruction Team facility, Ghazni, Afghanistan.
counter-UAS enablers. The
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article, “Training for the Enemy UAV [unmanned aerial
vehicle] Threat,” articulates an interesting conclusion:
Being able to destroy the enemy’s capability to control unmanned platforms either
by jamming the signals to and from a UAS,
disabling the cameras onboard, or physically
destroying them will be an invaluable asset
for ground combat commanders.20
Ironically, Capt. Phillips made this deduction after
completing an NTC rotation with a combined arms
battalion that was augmented with an Avenger team.
According to Field Manual 3-01, U.S. Army Air and
Missile Defense Operations, “Avenger is designed to counter
low-altitude unmanned aircraft systems, high-speed fixedwing, and rotary-wing aircraft, [and] reconnaissance,
intelligence, surveillance and target acquisition assets.”21
However, maneuver leaders are not familiar with Avenger
capabilities due to fewer formations being available. In
2013, Shirley Dismuke, then editor-in-chief of Fires magazine, wrote, “the Avenger system … will be phased into
National Guard units … [even though] it is currently the
only system viable against unmanned aerial surveillance.”22
Nonetheless, Chief Warrant Officer 3 Wes Dohogn
(Brigade Mission Command, JRTC Operations Group)
emphasizes the idiosyncratic capabilities of Stinger and
Avenger in “Airspace Management with SHORAD
[short-range air defense] Integration”:
Stingers and Avenger are the Army’s defense
against this enemy air threat [referring to
UASs]. They have a unique ability that no
other ADA asset has. They provide quicker
response to the threat and are able to be inserted early on the modern battlefield, providing
freedom of maneuver for the BCT while they
expand and enlarge the lodgment.23
Since Avengers are not organic to the BCT, maneuver
commanders rarely have access to their capabilities before
a JRTC or NTC rotation or a combat deployment. Army
modernization, expansion, and integration of updated
Avenger formations into maneuver forces would resolve
this tactical shortcoming and better support maneuver
leaders like Capt. Phillips. Dohogn supplements this point
by analyzing the benefit of nonstatic-engagement-AMD
assets incorporated into the maneuver structure. He offers
practical applications learned from JRTC rotation 13-01:
The goal is to put ADA fire units strategically
between the threat and the defended asset;
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that simple formula is the best way to increase
the probability of engaging an aircraft before
it can attack or see a defended asset. This
deliberate planning effort can result in Stinger
teams conducting Stinger ambushes on known
avenues of approach or Avengers moving forward with other mounted elements.24

Modernizing the Avenger for
Future Fights
The Army modernization strategy, as described in
the 2015 Army Posture Statement, states, “While resource constraints will force the Army to delay new system development and investment in the next generation
of capabilities, we will execute incremental upgrades to
increase capabilities and modernize existing systems.”25
Consistent with this strategy, Boeing offers a low-cost
and operationally sound option for modernizing the currently fielded Avenger as a “multimission” weapon that
would ensure air defenders and maneuver commanders
remain on the cutting edge of aerial threat protection for
several generations of conflict to come.26
The innovations to the Avenger multimission rocket
launcher reduce fielding time and cost by modifying the
existing Avenger with new capabilities: interchangeable
Stinger missiles, Longbow Hellfire missiles, guided and
unguided rockets, Accelerated Improved Interceptor
Initiative (AI3) missiles, high-energy lasers, a 25 mm
gun, and other weapons. The updated Avenger can be
mounted on the Army’s primary mobility systems, in addition to high-mobility multipurpose wheeled vehicles.27
The AI3 provides enhanced protection capabilities
to the Avenger because it detects and destroys rockets, mortars, UASs, and cruise missiles in flight.28 On
19 August 2013, the AI3 “successfully intercepted and
destroyed a low quadrant elevation 107 mm rocket”
during a capabilities flight test.29
The air defense’s response to advancing short-range
air defense coverage is the developing static-engagement-AMD program called the Indirect Fire Protection
Capability Increment 2–Intercept (IFPC Inc 2-I) system.
According to a 2012 Program Executive Office Missiles
and Space public release brief, the mission of the IFPC
Inc 2-I system “is to provide a mobile, robust protection
capability to critical assets within fixed and semifixed
locations against UASs, CMs [cruise missiles] and RAMs
[rockets, artillery, and mortars].”30 This system includes
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an application that “will replace Avenger” with a multimission launcher—not to be confused with Boeing’s
multimission Avenger. Once developed and fielded, the
new IFPC Inc 2-I launcher will be mount-restricted to a
10-ton utility truck, and it will have the capability to load
a series of interceptors.31
Unlike the Avenger, the proposed launcher is not
suited for aggressive maneuver tempo—primarily because it lacks immediate tactical employment capability,
does not shoot on the move, and lacks a self-guiding missile engagement feature. Instead, like static-engagement
HIMAD systems, the proposed weapon system relies
solely on radar identification and intercept guidance
from a fixed location. In addition, the proposed launcher does not incorporate organic ground-based defense
weaponry. Therefore, it will rely on extensive force protection packages to provide security for its operations,
and it will not enable air defenders to transition capabilities in support of maneuver commanders.

Enhancing the Brigade Combat Team
with Air Defense Assets
Currently, BCTs only have air defense and airspace
management cells allocated to them. These liaisons
assist in planning but possess no intercept assets. To
integrate nonstatic-engagement-AMD enablers effectively, maneuver commanders need organic upgraded
Avenger units to incorporate into their training so
units can learn and develop integrated tactics, techniques, and procedures before the next conflict. Capt.
Winston Marbella masterfully articulates the importance of educating the maneuver commander on
Avenger capabilities to enhance operations:
On night combat patrols, the Avenger is
primarily assigned in the [over-watch] or
support-by-fire role. With its enhanced
FLIR, it’s the best night vision available to
a light infantry task force. We educate task
force leaders on the incredible capability
the Avenger’s M3P .50 caliber machine
gun—when combined with the FLIR and
Avenger’s 360-degree turret—brings to
the fight. The M3P’s longer barrel gives
it increased range, and soldiers can fire
the M3P mounted on the Avenger platform from a remote position. With [its]
advanced target acquisition system, the
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[M3P] machine gun’s combined capabilities are superior to the infantry’s M-2
.50 caliber machine gun. Highlighting
the Avenger’s capability to the task force
leadership greatly enhanced our platoon’s
contribution to the task force’s success.32
BCTs consist of a wide range of organic combat enablers from virtually every branch of the Army except
air defense. However, the Army vision for the Force
2025 Maneuvers offers an opportunity to resolve the
problem by anticipating an increase in capabilities of
the future BCT, including effective counter anti-access/
area denial (A2/AD).33
The next-generation BCTs should integrate a
modernized Avenger battery, configured to match the
structure of each BCT—which would enable BCTs
to counter A2/AD while maintaining unique combat advantages. Heavy BCTs should have a Bradley
or medium tactical vehicle Avenger battery to defeat
aerial threats while continuing to operate with “shock
and speed.”34 Infantry BCTs should have a mine-resistant, ambush-protected, all-terrain vehicle Avenger
battery to eliminate aerial threats while operating in
their optimal environment: close terrain.35 Finally,
Stryker BCTs should have a Stryker family of vehicles
Avenger battery, to extend its intended protection and
firepower to counter aerial threats while maintaining
“operational and tactical mobility.”36
Integrating modernized Avenger assets would enable
BCTs to defeat the aerial threat and simultaneously gain
forced access into an area of operations without sacrificing momentum. In the spirit of an analysis published
in 2011 by Gen. Robert Cone, then commander of the
U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command, upgraded Avenger units would enable the “artful execution of
combined arms maneuver” that “surprises the enemy by
attacking from an unexpected direction and time or by
employing combat power in unforeseen ways.”37
Avenger formations have proven their battle-adaptive capability to provide air defense while simultaneously supporting ground forces. Without upgraded
Avengers integrated into the BCT, maneuver units
will remain unnecessarily exposed to aerial attack,
especially by the rapidly expanding threat of UAS
technology throughout the world, under the pretense
that nonstatic-engagement-AMD enablers are postured to defeat them.
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Money and Modernization

Avenger multimission and embed them into the
Common arguments for phasing out nonstatic-enBCT. According to Maj. Gen. Rossi, “Air and Missile
gagement-AMD have been based on military budget
defense needs to be better incorporated into the macuts and a lack of mission. The Army is downsizing in
neuver scheme of warfighting.”40 This approach would
response to a combination of political requirements
further enhance the combat readiness, capability,
and the near completion of two wars—no question.38
and lethality of BCTs while reducing costs. Historical
Recent budget cuts have undoubtedly created some
accounts of nonstatic-engagement-AMD units profriction between the travide a sound basis for
ditional force structure
projecting the full range
and modernization of
of increased combat
the military. However,
power that the Avenger
history shows that the
multimission would
air defense began phasbring to the fight.
ing out nonstatic-enImagine an air
gagement-AMD assets
defense component
as early as 2005—long
that could counter and
before drastic reductions
defeat advanced threats
in military spending.
such as UASs, cruise
Ironically, regardless
missiles, fixed-wing
of the current fiscal
aircraft, rotary-wing
challenges, the AMD
aircraft, rockets, artil(Photo by Spc. Brian Barbour, 123rd Mobile Public Affairs Detachment)
strategy introduces the
lery, and mortars, and
Spc. Jamael O. Turner, Battery A, 2nd Battalion, 44th Air Defense Artillery
Regiment,
shows
one
of
the
first
rockets
his
unit
shot
down
with
the
production of the IFPC
simultaneously employ
counterrocket, artillery, and mortar (C-RAM) 4 March 2009 at Joint Base
Inc 2-I, which will be
capabilities
such as
Balad, Iraq. Turner operates the C-RAM, which can identify, track, and
shoot
mortar
rounds
and
rockets
out
of
the
sky
before
they
detonate.
far less cost-efficient
FLIR optics, an autothan upgrading the
mated .50 caliber gun,
combat-proven Avenger. An upgraded Avenger would
and an automated 25 mm gun—all on a 360-degree
exceed the capabilities of the IFPC Inc 2-I, further
turret—to contribute to a BCT’s ground maneuver
enhance maneuver, maintain rapid deployability, and
combat capabilities. The prospect of providing these
become available to the force more quickly and at a
enhanced capabilities makes the BCT-embedded
fraction of the cost.
Avenger multimission a next-level combat multiplier
The mission of nonstatic-engagement-AMD rethat would be critical to the agility, readiness, and
mains nested with the Army of the future. The force
direction of the modernized Army.
design of the Army beyond 2025 “will be fundamentally changed, uniquely enabled, and organized to conduct Conclusion
Maneuver is a fundamental priority of the Army.
expeditionary maneuver of operationally significant
However, air defense is not organized to facilitate
forces.”39 In the past, nonstatic-engagement-AMD
aggressive maneuver tempo. With minimal active and
formations simultaneously enhanced maneuver and
no upgraded Avenger units available, the aerial threat
diminished air threat exposure. The Army should balmay eventually restrict maneuver on the battlefield
ance the execution of the AMD strategy by reversing
and constrain operating forces. Without a modernthe trend toward static-engagement-AMD developized nonstatic-engagement-AMD capability in the
ment at the expense of aggressive maneuver tempo.
BCT, the shrewd and opportunistic asymmetrically
Air and Missile Defense Resolve
inclined adversary that the Army anticipates would
In order to establish balance in the AMD stratexpose combat forces unnecessarily to grave and lethal
egy, the Army should develop a priority and timechallenges, which prudence and common-sense
line to upgrade each Avenger formation into the
planning now could preclude.
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